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Summary

A repair/misrepair cell kinetics model is super-
imposed onto the track structure model of Katz to
provide for a repair mechanism. The model is tested
on the repair-dependent data of Yang et al. and pro-
vides an adequate description of that data. The
misrepair rate determines the maximum relative bio-
logical e�ectiveness (RBE), but similar results could
arise from indirect X-ray lethality not included in the
present model.

Introduction

It was Schaefer's original suggestion that track
structure would be an important parameter in con-
trolling biochemical reactions in cell response to ion-
izing radiation (ref. 1). Further insight was gained
through Katz's introduction of a geometric view to
sensitive biological sites (ref. 2), resulting in a phe-
nomenological model that has been successful in in-
terpreting and extrapolating cell response data for
high-energy heavy ion (HZE) particles (ref. 3). The
main criticism of the Katz model has been the lack
of a clear mechanism for repair processes (ref. 4). We
propose herein a step toward a simple repair model
in which kinetic coe�cients are related to the Katz
parameters.

Repair/Misrepair Track Model

We consider a three-level system which contains
single- and double-level ionizing radiation transitions
and a repair/misrepair process for single-level cells.
The appropriate equations are given as

_n0 = �kn0 + �rn1 (1)

_n1 = ksn0 � ksn1 � �n1 (2)

_n2 = kDn0 + ksn1 + �mn1 (3)

where ni is the number of cells in level i, � is the total
repair/misrepair rate coe�cient, �r is the repair rate
coe�cient, �m is the misrepair rate coe�cient, ks is
the single-step radiation transition coe�cient, kD is
the double-step radiation transition coe�cient, and
k = ks+ kD. The uppermost level is assumed not to
repair and that misrepair appears as a transition to
the upper level independent of the radiation source
(that is, an inherent biochemical rate). If we consider
very high exposure over a limited time period, then
repair processes may be neglected and the solutions
to equations (1) to (3) are approximately

n0(tr) = n0(0)e
�ktr (4)

n1(tr) � n0(0)kstre
�ktr (5)

n2(tr) = n0(0)
kD
k

�
1� e�ktr

�
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k2s
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h
1� (1 + ktr) e

�ktr
i

(6)

where ni(tr) is the i-level population after exposure
period tr and n0(0) is the initial population. The
symbol represents reaction rates related to radiation-
induced lesions within the nucleus (presumably chro-
mosomes) and the rates are assumed proportional
to particle ux (primary ions or secondary charged
products). The lesions are chemically active species
neutralized by enzyme activity at rate constants �i.
After the exposure, the repair processes proceed at
rates dependent on the experimental protocol (ref. 5).
The repair proceeds as

_n0 = �rn1 (7)

_n1 = ��n1 (8)

_n2 = �mn1 (9)

The solutions are found, assuming a constant rate of
repair throughout the repair period, as

n0(t) = n0(tr) +
�r

�
n1(tr)(1� e��t) (10)

n1(t) = n1(tr)e
��t (11)

n2(t) = n2(tr) +
�m
�
n1(tr)(1� e��t) (12)

So, the �nal state of the system is given in terms of
repair/misrepair ratios as

n0(1) = n0(0)
�
e�ktr +

�r
�
kstre

�ktr
�

(13)

n2(1) = n0(0)� n0(1) (14)

In the limit of low exposure we �nd
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which displays typical two-target response in the
limit as �r

� ! 1 and kD ! 0. We now seek an under-
standing of the kinetic coe�cients in terms of the
Katz model.

Katz Model

The cellular track model of Katz has been de-
scribed extensively (refs. 2 and 3). The track model
attributes biological damage from energetic ions to
the secondary electrons (delta rays) produced along
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the ion path. Cell inactivation is separated into a so-
called grain-count regime, where inactivation occurs
randomly along the path of the particle, and into the
so-called track-width regime, where many inactiva-
tions occur and are said to be distributed like a \hairy
rope." Four cellular parameters describe the response
of the cells, two of which (m, the number of targets
per cell, and D0, the characteristic X-ray dose) are
extracted from the response of the cellular system to
X and  irradiation. The other two (�0, interpreted
as the cross-sectional area of the cell nucleus within
which the inactivation sites are located, and �, a mea-
surement of the size of the inactivation site) are found
principally from survival measurements after track-
segment irradiations with energetic, charged parti-
cles. The transition from the grain-count regime to
the track-width regime takes place at Z�2=��2 � 4,
where Z� is the e�ective charge number and � is the
velocity. At lower values, we are in the grain-count
regime and at higher values the track-width regime.

To accommodate for the capacity of cells to accu-
mulate sublethal damage, two modes of inactivation
are identi�ed: \ion kill" (corresponding to intratrack
e�ects) and \gamma kill" (corresponding to inter-
track e�ects). When the passage of a single ion dam-
ages cells, the ion-kill mode occurs. In the grain-
count regime, the fraction of cells damaged in the
ion-kill mode is taken as P = �=�0, where � is the
single-particle inactivation cross section and P is the
probability of damage in the ion-kill mode. The track
model assumes that a fraction of the ion dose (1�P )
acts cumulatively with that from other particles to
inactivate cells in the gamma-kill mode. The sur-
viving fraction of a cellular population n0(0), whose
response parameters are m;D0, and � after irradia-
tion by a uence of particles F , is written

n0(1)

n0(0)
= �i � � (16)

where

�i = e��F (17)

is the ion-kill survival probability and

� = 1�
�
1� e�D=D0

�m
(18)

is the gamma-kill survival probability. The gamma-
kill dose fraction is

D = (1� P )D (19)

where D is the absorbed dose. The single-particle
inactivation cross section � is taken in the grain-

count regime as

� = �0

�
1� e�Z

�2=��2
�m

(20)

where the e�ective charge number is given by

Z� = Z

�
1� e�125�=Z

2=3
�

(21)

where Z is the charge number of the projectile. In
the track-width regime, P = 1, we take � = 1.

The relative biological e�ectiveness (RBE) at a
speci�c survival level for an ion exposure Di is given
by

RBE = D�=Di (22)

where

D� = �D0 ln

(
1�

�
1� n0(1)

n0(0)

�1=m)
(23)

is the X-ray dose at which this level is obtained.
Equations (16) through (23) represent the cellular
track model for monoenergetic particles. We must
now consider the relationship of the kinetic model to
the Katz model.

For HZE particles kD >> ks � 0 in accordance to
Katz for the track-width region and

n0(1)

n0(0)
� e�kD tr � e��F (24)

Similarly, for the complete repair limit, we �nd

kstr �
p
2
D

D0

(25)

so that equations (24) and (25) embody the track
structure of a Katz model with two targets. We
may now rewrite equation (13) in terms of the Katz
parameters as

n0(1)

n0(0)
= e��F�

p
2D=D0

+
�r
�

p
2D

D0

e��F�
p
2D=D0 (26)

where �F and D have their usual functional form
according to Katz and the parameter �r

� describes
repair/misrepair.

In the usual application of the Katz formalism,
the parameter D0 has represented the degree of re-
pair (ref. 3). For example, in the delayed plating
experiments of Yang et al. (ref. 5), D0 was found to
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be much larger than for Yang's experiments with im-
mediate plating. (The term plating refers to the pro-
cess of separating the cells after exposure and placing
them into nutrient media to stimulate growth.) If
we assume that repair is maximized

��r
� � 1

�
in the

delayed plating experiments (refs. 6 and 7), then the
higher value of D0 is appropriate for the current two-
level model, while a smaller value of �r

� is assumed
for the immediate plated experiments.

E�ects of RBE

We now discuss the e�ects of repair on the RBE
in the context of the current track model. An ion
of su�cient charge contributes to the �F term only
while -rays contribute only through the D=D0

multitarget term (that is, � 6= 0 for -rays implies
indirect processes not presently accounted for in the
Katz model). The ion linear response is

n0(1)

n0(0)
= 1� �Di

L
� �m

�

�
1� �

�0

�p
2Di

D0

(27)

where L is the linear energy transfer (LET). The
-ray response is

n0(1)

n0(0)
= e�

p
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p
2D
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e�
p
2D=D0 (28)

At low exposure, an e�ective -ray exposure can be
found as

D
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Comparing linear terms, we �nd

RBE � D0p
2

�

�m

�

L
+ 1� �

�0
(30)

which is unbound for small misrepair rates (�m ! 0)
as is typical for the Katz multitarget model (ref. 8).
In the limit of complete repair, a minimum of two
-ray tracks is needed for a nonzero response, and
we �nd an RBE close to the Katz model where

RBE � D0

�
�

LDi

�
1=2

(31)

as found by Cucinotta (ref. 8). In the present model,
the linear response at low dose is related to misrepair

but may be indistinguishable from possible indirect
contributions.

Three-Target Repair/Misrepair Systems

The above can be extended to an approximate
three-target system as

n0(1)

n0(0)
�
 
1 +

�r

�
61=3

D

D0

+
�0r
�0

62=3

2

D2


D2

0

!

� e��F�6
1=3D=D0 (32)

where D ;D0, and �F are related to the usual Katz

model for m = 3 and �r
� ,

�0r
�0

are the repair ratios
for the once-hit and twice-hit cells. Presumably,
�r
� �

�0r
�0
. We take

�0r
�0

=
��r
�

�p
(33)

in the present analysis and expect p to be 2 or greater.
In the limit of vanishing dose,

RBE � D0

62=3
�

�m

�

L
+ 1� �

�0
(34)

similar to the two-target system discussed above. In
the limit of complete repair, the RBE variation is
closely related to the Katz model result of

RBE � D0

��
L

�
1=3 1

D
2=3
i

(35)

as noted elsewhere by Cucinotta et al. (ref. 8).

Application to Cell Survival

The experiment of Yang et al. (ref. 5) has uti-
lized contact-stabilized mouse cells C3H10T1/2 in the
G1 phase. In one set of experiments, the cells re-
mained in the G1 phase for 24 hours before sepa-
ration and introduction into a nutrient medium to
stimulate growth (delayed plating). A second series
of cells was immediately plated, causing them to en-
ter the synthesis cycle (S phase) soon after exposure:
This greatly alters the cell kinetics. It is well known
(ref. 7) that the G1 phase is e�cient in cell repair,
while the S phase is mistake prone (ref. 6). We as-
sume the G1 phase repair ratio

�r
� is near maximum,

while later phase cells have a signi�cant rate of mis-
repair (especially S phase for some mouse cells). Fur-
thermore, the survival of the mouse cell is shown by
Katz to be a three-target system, and even higher
rates of misrepair are expected from the doubly in-
jured cell (p > 2).
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The Katz parameters (see table I) for the delayed
experiments (ref. 2) are used directly to estimate
�F , D0, D with assumed �r

� = 1 and provide a
good �t, as expected, to the data of Yang et al.
Good agreement is found for the immediately plated
cells by taking p = 6 and �r

� = 0.7. The results
are shown in �gure 1. The �gure is arranged in
the order of increasing linear energy transfer (LET),
and the sigmoid behavior associated with multitarget
phenomena is apparent for the lighter ions. The
sigmoid behavior disappears at higher LET, and the
repair processes become less e�ective as the ion-kill
mechanism of Katz dominates.

Table I. Katz Parameters Used in the Present Track

Structure Repair/Misrepair Model

�0, cm
2

� m D0; Gy

C3H10T1/2 5� 10�7 750 3 2.8

Tradescantia 3:5� 10�7 1000 2 1.2

The radiation response of tradescantia to cell
death is shown in �gure 2 for the Katz parameters in
table I (ref. 9) as an example of a two-target system.
The e�ects of enhancing misrepair are shown in the
�gure for three di�erent ions. The repair levels are
taken for �r

� = 1, 0.75, and 0.5. The e�ects of mis-
repair seem even more important for this two-target
system.

Concluding Remarks

The primary hope engendered by the present
study is the possibility of relating laboratory expo-
sures at high dose rates to the continuous low ex-
posure levels in space. The present work needs ex-
tension to cell transformation and may then provide
a base for understanding cancer induction in living
tissue systems.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665-5225
October 7, 1991
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Table I. Katz Parameters Used in the Present

Track Structure Repair/Misrepair Model

�0, cm
2 K m D0; Gy

C3H10T1/2 5� 10�7 750 3 2.8

Tradescantia 3:5� 10�7 1000 2 1.2
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(a) 20Ne, 425 MeV/amu, 32 keV/�m.

(b) 28Si, 670 MeV/amu, 50 keV/�m.

(c) 28Si, 320 MeV/amu, 82 keV/�m.

(d) 56Fe, 600 MeV/amu, 190 keV/�m.

Figure 1. Cell survival of C3H10T1/2 for delayed plating and immediate plating.

Figure 1. Concluded.

(a) 20Ne, 425 MeV/amu, 32 keV/�m.

(b) 28Si, 320 MeV/amu, 82 keV/�m.

(c) 56Fe, 600 MeV/amu, 190 keV/�m.

Figure 2. Cell survival as a function of dose for various misrepair levels according to the present model and
the original Katz model.

Figure 2. Concluded.
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